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Machiavelli and Economics 
What Modern Students of Economics can take from 16th Century Political Theory 

 

When Adam Smith wrote the Wealth of Nations, his primary audience was governments. 

Thus, from its inception, the field of economics has had a close relation to politics. Political 

science is much older than economics, but in many ways it is a parent of the field. As modern 

economics is a product of Western society, with a unique political history, one studying 

economics must also take account of the political science that predated and shaped it. I feel that 

Machiavelli is to political science what Adam Smith is to economics; his ground-breaking works 

marked a new era in political theory, and is very relevant to political theory even today. I would 

contend that he is very relevant for economics today too, and economic students can gather many 

lessons from his works. 

 What can the student gather from Machiavelli? First, I will discuss how studying 

Machiavelli can give a student in economics a method to study economics. Next, I argue that 

Machiavelli presents a framework regarding the nature of reality that economics students should 

take into consideration. I will then explain how understanding Machiavelli can help the 

economics student understand how economics and political science are related. I will end with a 

brief discussion regarding how Machiavelli offers a perspective on the discussion regarding class 

conflict and the economy. 



 Economics has always been rife with opinions. Anyone who pays attention to elections 

knows how important the economy is to the voting public, and thus to the politicians. Ideas, 

theories, claims, accusations, and other matter are tossed about almost carelessly, and the 

economic reasoning in the discussion is frequently unsound. The professional field of economics 

generally has more consensus than the rest of society, but that's not to say it has consensus. Quite 

the contrary! While neoclassical economic theory may be the dominant school of thought, it has 

many opponents; in fact, I gather that the University of Utah largely consists of heterodox 

economists, dissidents and critics of neoclassical theory. Considering the fact that economics has 

improved very little in predicting economic performance over the past few decades, and 

frequently explains economic phenomena only retroactively, the present economic debate and 

discussion should only be encouraged, so that new ideas emerge that could ultimately improve 

the fertility of the field. 

 With this in mind, the economics student needs an approach to understanding, judging, 

and reaching conclusions in a diverse field. Machiavelli makes an excellent instructor in this 

skill. Machiavelli's two most widely read books are The Prince and the Discourses. The Prince 

discusses authoritarian regimes, and is Machiavelli's most well-known and widely read book. 

The position taken in the book is what spawned the term "Machiavellian". It describes the 

authoritarian state and the authoritarian ruler in harsh relief, and the methods that are 

recommended are anti-democratic and repulsive. The Discourses, on the other hand, describes 

republics. I have not had the pleasure to read the Discourses, but the impression I've gathered, 

from what I've heard, is that it may be considered to reflect Machiavelli's personal opinion in 

regards to how governments ought to function; many believe Machiavelli was, personally, a 

republican. In fact, at times, Machiavelli sounds like a communist, arguing that class is a social 



reality, the wealthy are a threat to the freedom of the people, and that institutions should be 

designed to facilitate class warfare. This is diametrically opposed to the authoritarianism 

associated with Machiavelli. I find it interesting that Machiavelli was able to write to both the 

authoritarian and the republican regime. I reach the conclusion that Machiavelli had mastered the 

skill of thinking within different paradigms, some that may even oppose his own personal views. 

 The rationale for doing this, in my opinion, is that if one wants to understand a different 

position, one must assume it, and then think within it and rationalize and argue from it. The 

product is something valuable for oneself, for those who hold the position, and for those who 

don't. This value is more than rhetorical. It's educational (for understanding behavior of those in 

that position, for example), it prevents narrow thinking, allows one to reach conclusions when 

one's own natural position fails to provide satisfactory answers, may help one to understand their 

own natural position better, and one may even discover that they agree with the position they've 

assumed more so than the position they held prior (note that I'm not arguing that this actually 

happened to Machiavelli). One should never assume that they are always correct; if one 

discovers an idea superior to a prior one, one should not be afraid to convert (assuming that the 

two opposing ideas had been sufficiently analyzed; I am not arguing for fickleness, so it's 

advisable that one establish criterion that must be met in order for an original position to be 

rejected). In sum, perhaps the most valuable gains from developing this skill are simply the 

rhetorical ability to argue with knowledge of one's opponent, and for preventing narrowness of 

thought. 

 This also allows one to understand that an author's personal opinion is likely much more 

complicated than what they write. Authors are subject to the context within which they write. 

When Machiavelli wrote The Prince, Florence was under the rule of the Medici, and 



republicanism wasn't exactly smiled upon (although I don't mean to suggest that Machiavelli was 

influenced solely by Medici rule; rather, I simply feel it would be foolish to completely ignore 

this reality). I feel that context is important in economic discussion, too, and is often forgotten 

when historical figures are considered (the Founding Fathers especially, in my opinion). Or 

sometimes an author is simply describing a position without actually claiming to believe it. Quite 

often, factors such as these are neglected. One should not judge Machiavelli by The Prince on 

the surface; rather, one should consider his other works and the circumstances under which he 

wrote. This mindset could be very valuable in economic discourse. 

 With this in mind, I feel that learning about Machiavelli provides a very valuable exercise 

in discussing and thinking about economics. Economics and political science share a lot of 

similarities, so skills necessary for study in political science are also valuable in economics. 

There are also some concepts that are shared between the two fields, one of which is very 

prevalent in Machiavelli's paradigm and is very relevant to economics: the doctrine of realism. 

 The Prince, and from what I've heard, the Discourses, in my mind, are both based in a 

realist framework. Ideology and moral philosophy is largely stripped in Machiavelli's political 

works (although regarding ideology, while the prince is assumed to have no ideology other than 

rational self-interest, ideology itself becomes a tool for the prince to serve his ends). 

Machiavelli's works are not intended to describe a higher social order; rather, they intend to 

describe political reality, and what must be done. The world view Machiavelli utilizes is a view 

of reality as complex, unpredictable, and driven by (rational) self-interested. While optimal 

outcomes are desired, natural mechanisms may or may not exist; there is no law of the universe 

that mandates that every individual be well off. In fact, I would argue that in Machiavelli’s 



framework the universe is considered indifferent to social justice or morality. It's a very harsh 

perspective; however, to a large extent, I believe that it is true. 

The amoral realist framework present in Machiavelli’s works is a very common 

framework in the field of economics as well. Sometimes economic theory says that in order to 

ensure that the economy is healthy in the long run, policy makers should allow—sometimes even 

create (in the case of the Volker Shock) —economic pain, putting the economy’s metaphorical 

head on the chopping block like Cesare Borgia did to his former lackey. This is not true for all 

economic thought; socialism and communism are unique in that they link morality with 

economics. But capitalism is justified from this constrained perspective of reality, so if one 

understands the framework Machiavelli theorizes from, one will understand the justification for 

the dominant economic system today, which at times can seem rather immoral and inhumane 

(note that I am not justifying capitalism personally). 

 Machiavelli also sought to validate his ideas by drawing data from reality. I do not 

believe he ever made a claim in The Prince that was not supported with a historical example. I 

believe Machiavelli did this because he believed that in the end, what he desires to describe is 

reality, not a fantasy world, which draws a major distinction between him and the utopian 

political theorists that preceded him. While basing theory in reality may seem a trivial matter, 

this is often a frequently forgotten criterion for testing the validity of a theory, and I believe it to 

be all too frequent in academia. Economics is perhaps the social science most prone to error in 

this regard. 

The study of economics has a lot to learn from Machiavelli in regard to what the end goal 

of economic theory is. While economics seeks to describe rational actors, the economists 



themselves may not be rational in terms of their approach to the study. They become fixed in old 

ways of thinking that have been shown to not describe the reality economics was tasked to 

describe. Neoclassical economics is very guilty of this. If all the equations I was presented with 

in Intermediate Macroeconomics were true—the Phillips Curve, the equation for Okun’s Law, 

and the Aggregate Demand relations especially—the United States should never have a harsh 

recession ever again, and everything should be under control. Obviously, this does not happen, 

and the equations presented, while not completely useless, should not be considered as anything 

other than a crude model without real predictive ability. The Cobb-Douglas production function, 

in microeconomics, was developed not from any empirical examination of the functioning of 

economic agents, but because it features all the traits microeconomists say production functions 

should have! Now, these equations have some validity for learning economic theory, which isn’t 

completely inaccurate. But they really are very simple toys, good for education only. In my 

opinion, they lack real-world usefulness. They do not describe the world economics was tasked 

to describe. And yet throughout the history of economic thought, time and time again, intelligent 

people become more interested in developing elegant mathematical economic models than 

describing reality. If a student thinks within the realist framework Machiavelli operated in, and 

were to hold economics to the standard Machiavelli held political science to, she would have 

little reason to accept these models. 

Thus, Machiavellian realism is very valuable to economic thought, both in understanding 

the framework from which the majority of the field operates, and in understanding what the end 

goal of the field is: answering questions regarding what should be done to promote better 

economic wellbeing. Naturally, when considering economics in the context of the real world, one 



must consider how the economic reality interacts with the political reality, as both exist within 

the same general reality. They do not exist in isolation, which many economists forget, and since 

one of the end goals of economics ought to be the improvement of economic policy, which is 

inherently political, this relation should not go unnoticed. Machiavelli, of course, would have 

much to offer in studying this interaction. 

Machiavelli made it very clear that what is most important to political actors (who often 

act as economic policy makers) is image and perception. According to Machiavelli, politicians 

should appear more willing to spend money or to give money back to the voters, even if they 

restrict spending or raise taxes (or, using Machiavelli’s terms, one should appear to be “liberal” 

even if they practice “meanness”). Political actors should not drive their states into economic 

ruin, or they will have no supporters, which will lead to their downfall. But this is important only 

so far as the public loves or hates the prince. The public is very simple minded, and easy to sway, 

deceive, or distract, so economic policy may be inefficient yet still be politically expedient, 

which is the only factor political actors are concerned about. What this means for economists is, 

ultimately, economic theory is not in the driver’s seat. Political theory is. 

This places the role of economics within the greater society in stark relief. And yet what 

this means is that in order for economic policy to be the most effective, it must be detached from 

politics. Machiavelli’s attitude regarding institutions is insightful in this regard. Machiavelli 

believed institutions to be very instrumental to the well-being of the republic. While he was 

referring to political structure, this can certainly apply to economics. The Federal Reserve was 

created recognizing the importance of institutions in the economy. The Fed was designed to be 



detached from politics, and to take action based on economic necessity only (allowing recessions 

like the Volcker Shock to emerge, which would never have happened if the Fed were more 

connected to politics). Compared to other central banks, the Fed does stand out. It hasn’t always 

been correct (which should be expected, since the economy is incredibly complex), but it has 

done an effective job of managing the economy to the best of its abilities up to this point (and 

really only considers the economic theory that is well grounded in reality, not the elegant-yet-

useless models that are developed so frequently). While institutional have effectively separated 

monetary policy from politics, one can only hope that fiscal policy can be separated as well. 

Until then, we’ll have to continue to deal with all the Ron Paul’s and Paul Ryan’s that never cease 

to emerge. 

One final thing that I gathered from Machiavelli that deeply intrigued me was his concept 

of the role of class conflict in society, as described by our group lecturer. Today, in politics, 

“class warfare” is depicted as a very bad thing. Class warfare, of course, is rooted, at the core, in 

economics, but the field of economics rarely likes to discuss class warfare. Machiavelli sounds 

much like Marx regarding class warfare, not shying from acknowledging its existence, arguing 

that all of society should recognize it as well, and he ultimately takes the side of the lower class. 

However, Machiavelli argued that class warfare should be harnessed and used as a method for 

obtaining the most optimal outcomes, whereas Marx, on the other hand, calls for the end of class 

warfare, with the proletariat defeating the bourgeoisie and becoming the only class in society. 

This approach to class warfare, as something that should end, is one that is frequently taken in 

economic theory. The idea that institutions should be designed to facilitate class warfare is a 



novel one. I believe that it is a commendable idea, and one that should be taken seriously in 

economics. 

With this, I conclude that Machiavelli really can demonstrate how economics and 

political science are sister fields. While economics is more mathematical than political science, 

both are social sciences, which tend to be abstract in nature. Reaching truth in these sciences is 

more difficult than the hard sciences, where physical observations can quickly silence a debate 

and force the erroneous parties to concede. Machiavelli presents a framework for economics 

students to approach the field and reach conclusions and engage in effective dialogue with 

colleagues. He also represents the philosophical framework that underlies the majority of 

economics and the capitalist system today. And finally, he can offer insights into how economics 

relates to politics and the rest of society, and therefore, how to improve economic effectiveness. I 

do recommend that economic students take a moment to study Machiavelli and his works, and 

draw on his insights to improve their own work, the field, and society as a whole. 


